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Study Plan  
  

Master’s of Law 
 

Comprehensive 
 
 

1. General Rules and ConditionsGeneral Rules and ConditionsGeneral Rules and ConditionsGeneral Rules and Conditions: 
 

1111.... This plan Conforms to the This plan Conforms to the This plan Conforms to the This plan Conforms to the valid regulations ovalid regulations ovalid regulations ovalid regulations of the programs of graduate studies .f the programs of graduate studies .f the programs of graduate studies .f the programs of graduate studies .    

2222.... Areas of specialty for admission to this program:Areas of specialty for admission to this program:Areas of specialty for admission to this program:Areas of specialty for admission to this program:    
    

                        ----    Holders of the Bachelor’s Degree in lawHolders of the Bachelor’s Degree in lawHolders of the Bachelor’s Degree in lawHolders of the Bachelor’s Degree in law. 
 
 

2222.... B.  SPECIAL CONDITIONS:B.  SPECIAL CONDITIONS:B.  SPECIAL CONDITIONS:B.  SPECIAL CONDITIONS:    

    
----Passing the Proficiency Exam in English LanguagePassing the Proficiency Exam in English LanguagePassing the Proficiency Exam in English LanguagePassing the Proficiency Exam in English Language 

 

3. Syllabus:Syllabus:Syllabus:Syllabus: 
 

1111.... Obligatory Courses (Obligatory Courses (Obligatory Courses (Obligatory Courses (24242424 credit  credit  credit  credit hours)hours)hours)hours)    ....        
 

Course No.Course No.Course No.Course No.    Course TitleCourse TitleCourse TitleCourse Title    Credit HoursCredit HoursCredit HoursCredit Hours    

((((1001741100174110017411001741))))    Public International LawPublic International LawPublic International LawPublic International Law    3  

((((1001761100176110017611001761))))    Administrative LawAdministrative LawAdministrative LawAdministrative Law    3  

((((1001771100177110017711001771))))    Criminal LawCriminal LawCriminal LawCriminal Law    3  

((((1002711100271110027111002711))))    Civil LawCivil LawCivil LawCivil Law    3  

((((1002714100271410027141002714))))    The Law of Civil ProceduresThe Law of Civil ProceduresThe Law of Civil ProceduresThe Law of Civil Procedures    3  

((((1002721100272110027211002721))))    Commercial LawCommercial LawCommercial LawCommercial Law    3  

((((1002731100273110027311002731))))    Social LawsSocial LawsSocial LawsSocial Laws    3 

((((1002713100271310027131002713))))    Private International LawPrivate International LawPrivate International LawPrivate International Law    3  
 

2222....     Elective Courses (Elective Courses (Elective Courses (Elective Courses (9999 credit hours) credit hours) credit hours) credit hours)    
 

Course No.Course No.Course No.Course No.    Course TitleCourse TitleCourse TitleCourse Title    Credit HoursCredit HoursCredit HoursCredit Hours    

((((0402740040274004027400402740))))    Wills and Inheritance in Islamic ShariaWills and Inheritance in Islamic ShariaWills and Inheritance in Islamic ShariaWills and Inheritance in Islamic Sharia    3 

((((1002732100273210027321002732))))    Alternative Dispute ResolutionsAlternative Dispute ResolutionsAlternative Dispute ResolutionsAlternative Dispute Resolutions    3 

((((1001751100175110017511001751))))    Constitutional LawConstitutional LawConstitutional LawConstitutional Law    3 

((((1001762100176210017621001762))))    Administrative AdjudicationAdministrative AdjudicationAdministrative AdjudicationAdministrative Adjudication    3 

((((1001781100178110017811001781))))    Public Finance and TaxationPublic Finance and TaxationPublic Finance and TaxationPublic Finance and Taxation    3 

((((1002719100271910027191002719))))    International Aspects of Intellectual Property RightsInternational Aspects of Intellectual Property RightsInternational Aspects of Intellectual Property RightsInternational Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights    3  

((((1002729100272910027291002729))))    International Trade Law and PracticeInternational Trade Law and PracticeInternational Trade Law and PracticeInternational Trade Law and Practice    3 

((((1001720100172010017201001720))))    Environmental Law and It’s applicationEnvironmental Law and It’s applicationEnvironmental Law and It’s applicationEnvironmental Law and It’s application    3 
 

3....    A Comprehensive Exam (A Comprehensive Exam (A Comprehensive Exam (A Comprehensive Exam (1002798100279810027981002798)))) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 



 

  

Study Plan  
  

Master’s of Law 
(Thesis) 

 

 
 

1. General Rules and ConditionsGeneral Rules and ConditionsGeneral Rules and ConditionsGeneral Rules and Conditions: 
 

1111.... This plan Conforms to the This plan Conforms to the This plan Conforms to the This plan Conforms to the valid regulations of the programs of graduate studies .valid regulations of the programs of graduate studies .valid regulations of the programs of graduate studies .valid regulations of the programs of graduate studies .    

2222.... Areas of specialty for admission to this program:Areas of specialty for admission to this program:Areas of specialty for admission to this program:Areas of specialty for admission to this program:    
    

                        ----    Holders of the Bachelor’s Degree in lawHolders of the Bachelor’s Degree in lawHolders of the Bachelor’s Degree in lawHolders of the Bachelor’s Degree in law. 
 
 

2222.... B.  SPECIAL CONDITIONS:B.  SPECIAL CONDITIONS:B.  SPECIAL CONDITIONS:B.  SPECIAL CONDITIONS:    

    
----Passing the Proficiency Exam in English LanguagePassing the Proficiency Exam in English LanguagePassing the Proficiency Exam in English LanguagePassing the Proficiency Exam in English Language 

 

3. Syllabus:Syllabus:Syllabus:Syllabus: 
 

1111.... Obligatory Courses (Obligatory Courses (Obligatory Courses (Obligatory Courses (18181818    credit hours)credit hours)credit hours)credit hours)    ....        
 

Course No.Course No.Course No.Course No.    Course TitleCourse TitleCourse TitleCourse Title    Credit HoursCredit HoursCredit HoursCredit Hours    

1001741100174110017411001741    Public International LawPublic International LawPublic International LawPublic International Law    3  

1001761001761001761001761111    Administrative LawAdministrative LawAdministrative LawAdministrative Law    3  

1001771100177110017711001771    Criminal LawCriminal LawCriminal LawCriminal Law    3  

1002711100271110027111002711    Civil LawCivil LawCivil LawCivil Law    3  

1002714100271410027141002714    The Law of Civil ProceduresThe Law of Civil ProceduresThe Law of Civil ProceduresThe Law of Civil Procedures    3  

1002721100272110027211002721    Commercial LawCommercial LawCommercial LawCommercial Law    3  
 

2222....     Elective Courses (Elective Courses (Elective Courses (Elective Courses (9999 credit hours) credit hours) credit hours) credit hours)    

 
Course No.Course No.Course No.Course No.    Course TitleCourse TitleCourse TitleCourse Title    Credit HoursCredit HoursCredit HoursCredit Hours    

0402740040274004027400402740    Wills and Inheritance in IslamicWills and Inheritance in IslamicWills and Inheritance in IslamicWills and Inheritance in Islamic    ShariaShariaShariaSharia    3 

1001742100174210017421001742    Human RightsHuman RightsHuman RightsHuman Rights    3 

1001751100175110017511001751    Constitutional LawConstitutional LawConstitutional LawConstitutional Law    3 

1001762100176210017621001762    Administrative AdjudicationAdministrative AdjudicationAdministrative AdjudicationAdministrative Adjudication    3 

1001781100178110017811001781    Public Finance and TaxationPublic Finance and TaxationPublic Finance and TaxationPublic Finance and Taxation    3 

1002732100273210027321002732    Alternative Dispute ResolutionsAlternative Dispute ResolutionsAlternative Dispute ResolutionsAlternative Dispute Resolutions    3 

1002719100271910027191002719    International Aspects of Intellectual Property International Aspects of Intellectual Property International Aspects of Intellectual Property International Aspects of Intellectual Property 

RightsRightsRightsRights    

3  

1002100210021002713713713713    Private International LawPrivate International LawPrivate International LawPrivate International Law    3 

1002731100273110027311002731    Social Laws Social Laws Social Laws Social Laws     3  

1002729100272910027291002729    International Trade Law and PracticeInternational Trade Law and PracticeInternational Trade Law and PracticeInternational Trade Law and Practice    3 

1001720100172010017201001720    Environmental Law and It’s applicationEnvironmental Law and It’s applicationEnvironmental Law and It’s applicationEnvironmental Law and It’s application    3 
 

3333....     Thesis  (Thesis  (Thesis  (Thesis  (1002799100279910027991002799)  ()  ()  ()  (9999 credit hours) credit hours) credit hours) credit hours)    

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 



 

Description 
 of the Master’s of Law Program 

 
(1001741) Public International Law:   (3 Cr.) 

 
A study of the theory of public international law, its sources, its persons, international A study of the theory of public international law, its sources, its persons, international A study of the theory of public international law, its sources, its persons, international A study of the theory of public international law, its sources, its persons, international 

responsibility, peaceful settlement of international disputes, armed conflicts, law of the sea, and responsibility, peaceful settlement of international disputes, armed conflicts, law of the sea, and responsibility, peaceful settlement of international disputes, armed conflicts, law of the sea, and responsibility, peaceful settlement of international disputes, armed conflicts, law of the sea, and 

the general theorythe general theorythe general theorythe general theory    of international organizations, followed by an analytical and comparative study of international organizations, followed by an analytical and comparative study of international organizations, followed by an analytical and comparative study of international organizations, followed by an analytical and comparative study 

of one of those topics.of one of those topics.of one of those topics.of one of those topics.    

 
(1001761) Administrative Law (3 Cr.) 
 

A study of the theory of administrative law, administrative organization, local and central A study of the theory of administrative law, administrative organization, local and central A study of the theory of administrative law, administrative organization, local and central A study of the theory of administrative law, administrative organization, local and central 

administrative organadministrative organadministrative organadministrative organization, administrative methods, public service, financial and administrative ization, administrative methods, public service, financial and administrative ization, administrative methods, public service, financial and administrative ization, administrative methods, public service, financial and administrative 

decisions, followed by a comparative study of one of those topics.decisions, followed by a comparative study of one of those topics.decisions, followed by a comparative study of one of those topics.decisions, followed by a comparative study of one of those topics.    

 
(1001771) Criminal Law (3 Cr.) 
 

A study of the theory of crime and punishment, criminal responsibility and theA study of the theory of crime and punishment, criminal responsibility and theA study of the theory of crime and punishment, criminal responsibility and theA study of the theory of crime and punishment, criminal responsibility and the    law of law of law of law of 

criminal procedures, followed by an analytical and comparative study  of one of those topics.  criminal procedures, followed by an analytical and comparative study  of one of those topics.  criminal procedures, followed by an analytical and comparative study  of one of those topics.  criminal procedures, followed by an analytical and comparative study  of one of those topics.      

    

(1002711) Civil Law (3 Cr.) 
 

A study of the theory of obligations, their sources, and effects, followed by an analytical A study of the theory of obligations, their sources, and effects, followed by an analytical A study of the theory of obligations, their sources, and effects, followed by an analytical A study of the theory of obligations, their sources, and effects, followed by an analytical 

and comparative study of one oand comparative study of one oand comparative study of one oand comparative study of one of those topics.f those topics.f those topics.f those topics.    

 
(1002713) Private International Law   (3 Cr.) 
 

A study of the theory of the conflict of laws including the conditions of the application of A study of the theory of the conflict of laws including the conditions of the application of A study of the theory of the conflict of laws including the conditions of the application of A study of the theory of the conflict of laws including the conditions of the application of 

the rules of conflict, their sources, technicalities and the applications of the rules of the RENVOthe rules of conflict, their sources, technicalities and the applications of the rules of the RENVOthe rules of conflict, their sources, technicalities and the applications of the rules of the RENVOthe rules of conflict, their sources, technicalities and the applications of the rules of the RENVOL, L, L, L, 

as well as the applicability of the rules of conflict under Jordanian law, followed by an analytical as well as the applicability of the rules of conflict under Jordanian law, followed by an analytical as well as the applicability of the rules of conflict under Jordanian law, followed by an analytical as well as the applicability of the rules of conflict under Jordanian law, followed by an analytical 

and comparative study of one of those topics.and comparative study of one of those topics.and comparative study of one of those topics.and comparative study of one of those topics.    

 
(1002714) The Law of Civil Procedures  (3 Cr.) 
 

A study of jurisdiction, civil action and its procedures,A study of jurisdiction, civil action and its procedures,A study of jurisdiction, civil action and its procedures,A study of jurisdiction, civil action and its procedures,    judicial judgment, procedures of judicial judgment, procedures of judicial judgment, procedures of judicial judgment, procedures of 

appeal and enforcement of judgment, followed by an analytical and comparative study of one of appeal and enforcement of judgment, followed by an analytical and comparative study of one of appeal and enforcement of judgment, followed by an analytical and comparative study of one of appeal and enforcement of judgment, followed by an analytical and comparative study of one of 

those topics.those topics.those topics.those topics.    

 
(1002721) Commercial Law (3 Cr.) 
 

A study of the principles of commercial law, including topics such as commerciaA study of the principles of commercial law, including topics such as commerciaA study of the principles of commercial law, including topics such as commerciaA study of the principles of commercial law, including topics such as commercial l l l 

transactions, merchants, bankruptcy, commercial papers and banking, followed by an analytical transactions, merchants, bankruptcy, commercial papers and banking, followed by an analytical transactions, merchants, bankruptcy, commercial papers and banking, followed by an analytical transactions, merchants, bankruptcy, commercial papers and banking, followed by an analytical 

and comparative study of one of those topics.and comparative study of one of those topics.and comparative study of one of those topics.and comparative study of one of those topics.    

 

(1001742) Human Rights (3 Cr.) 
 

An introduction to Human Rights, its development, and a detailed study of fundamenAn introduction to Human Rights, its development, and a detailed study of fundamenAn introduction to Human Rights, its development, and a detailed study of fundamenAn introduction to Human Rights, its development, and a detailed study of fundamental tal tal tal 

freedoms in a ancient history, middle ages as well as modern times, including a comprehensive freedoms in a ancient history, middle ages as well as modern times, including a comprehensive freedoms in a ancient history, middle ages as well as modern times, including a comprehensive freedoms in a ancient history, middle ages as well as modern times, including a comprehensive 

study of human rights codification in contemporary legal and constitutional systems as it is stated study of human rights codification in contemporary legal and constitutional systems as it is stated study of human rights codification in contemporary legal and constitutional systems as it is stated study of human rights codification in contemporary legal and constitutional systems as it is stated 

in international declarations and conventsin international declarations and conventsin international declarations and conventsin international declarations and convents   as well as mias well as mias well as mias well as minority rights in international law, nority rights in international law, nority rights in international law, nority rights in international law, 

individual status in international law and judiciary, and a comparative study of all the aboveindividual status in international law and judiciary, and a comparative study of all the aboveindividual status in international law and judiciary, and a comparative study of all the aboveindividual status in international law and judiciary, and a comparative study of all the above----

mentioned rights with sharia principles and the constitution of Jordan.mentioned rights with sharia principles and the constitution of Jordan.mentioned rights with sharia principles and the constitution of Jordan.mentioned rights with sharia principles and the constitution of Jordan.    



 

    

    

    

 (1001751) Constitutional Law (3 Cr.) 
 

A study of theA study of theA study of theA study of the    theory of constitutional law and political along with the political system and theory of constitutional law and political along with the political system and theory of constitutional law and political along with the political system and theory of constitutional law and political along with the political system and 

constitution of Jordan, followed by an analytical and comparative study of topics such as the constitution of Jordan, followed by an analytical and comparative study of topics such as the constitution of Jordan, followed by an analytical and comparative study of topics such as the constitution of Jordan, followed by an analytical and comparative study of topics such as the 

principle of separation of powers and judicial review of legislation.principle of separation of powers and judicial review of legislation.principle of separation of powers and judicial review of legislation.principle of separation of powers and judicial review of legislation.    

 
(1001762) Administrative Adjudication  (3 Cr.) 
 

A study of the theory of administrative adjudication with regard to its origin and A study of the theory of administrative adjudication with regard to its origin and A study of the theory of administrative adjudication with regard to its origin and A study of the theory of administrative adjudication with regard to its origin and 

development, the principle of legitimacy, and practical comparative study of topics such as repeal development, the principle of legitimacy, and practical comparative study of topics such as repeal development, the principle of legitimacy, and practical comparative study of topics such as repeal development, the principle of legitimacy, and practical comparative study of topics such as repeal 

disputes and judicial disputes.disputes and judicial disputes.disputes and judicial disputes.disputes and judicial disputes.    

 
(1001781) Public Finance and Taxation     (3 Cr.) 
 

A study of state reviews and public expenses, the national budget and the Jordanian law of A study of state reviews and public expenses, the national budget and the Jordanian law of A study of state reviews and public expenses, the national budget and the Jordanian law of A study of state reviews and public expenses, the national budget and the Jordanian law of 

taxationtaxationtaxationtaxation––––inininin----land reviews, public taxes and loans followed by and analytical and comparative study land reviews, public taxes and loans followed by and analytical and comparative study land reviews, public taxes and loans followed by and analytical and comparative study land reviews, public taxes and loans followed by and analytical and comparative study 

of topics such as theof topics such as theof topics such as theof topics such as the    national budget, income tax, and customs.national budget, income tax, and customs.national budget, income tax, and customs.national budget, income tax, and customs.    
 

(0402740) Wills and Inheritance in Islamic Sharia (3 Cr.) 
 

A detailed study of the following subjects: Inheritance conditions, cancellation, kinds and A detailed study of the following subjects: Inheritance conditions, cancellation, kinds and A detailed study of the following subjects: Inheritance conditions, cancellation, kinds and A detailed study of the following subjects: Inheritance conditions, cancellation, kinds and 

distribution of inheritance and wills according to Islamic legdistribution of inheritance and wills according to Islamic legdistribution of inheritance and wills according to Islamic legdistribution of inheritance and wills according to Islamic legislation.islation.islation.islation.    

 
(1002732) Alternative Dispute Resolution (3 Cr.) 
 

A study of the following subjects: The first part defines the alternative dispute resolution A study of the following subjects: The first part defines the alternative dispute resolution A study of the following subjects: The first part defines the alternative dispute resolution A study of the following subjects: The first part defines the alternative dispute resolution 

such as mediation and settlement, and the difference between them and arbitration. The second such as mediation and settlement, and the difference between them and arbitration. The second such as mediation and settlement, and the difference between them and arbitration. The second such as mediation and settlement, and the difference between them and arbitration. The second 

part givepart givepart givepart gives a detailed comparative analyses of arbitration agreement, arbitration committee, s a detailed comparative analyses of arbitration agreement, arbitration committee, s a detailed comparative analyses of arbitration agreement, arbitration committee, s a detailed comparative analyses of arbitration agreement, arbitration committee, 

arbitration procedures, arbitration decision, voidability of arbitration decision, contest of arbitration procedures, arbitration decision, voidability of arbitration decision, contest of arbitration procedures, arbitration decision, voidability of arbitration decision, contest of arbitration procedures, arbitration decision, voidability of arbitration decision, contest of 

arbitration decision and the jurisdictional court, and enforcement of arbitratiarbitration decision and the jurisdictional court, and enforcement of arbitratiarbitration decision and the jurisdictional court, and enforcement of arbitratiarbitration decision and the jurisdictional court, and enforcement of arbitration decision.on decision.on decision.on decision.    
 
(1002731) Social Laws (3 Cr.) 
 

A study of the following subjects: The first part deals with the various kinds of labor A study of the following subjects: The first part deals with the various kinds of labor A study of the following subjects: The first part deals with the various kinds of labor A study of the following subjects: The first part deals with the various kinds of labor 

contracts and the alternative dispute settlements concerning individual and collective labor contracts and the alternative dispute settlements concerning individual and collective labor contracts and the alternative dispute settlements concerning individual and collective labor contracts and the alternative dispute settlements concerning individual and collective labor 

disputes. The second part dealsdisputes. The second part dealsdisputes. The second part dealsdisputes. The second part deals    with an analytical and practical study of labor injury under labor with an analytical and practical study of labor injury under labor with an analytical and practical study of labor injury under labor with an analytical and practical study of labor injury under labor 

law and Welfare law, employee’s rights under both laws, privileges of insuring labor injury under law and Welfare law, employee’s rights under both laws, privileges of insuring labor injury under law and Welfare law, employee’s rights under both laws, privileges of insuring labor injury under law and Welfare law, employee’s rights under both laws, privileges of insuring labor injury under 

Welfare law, and insuring disabilities, aging, and death under a comparative study accordiWelfare law, and insuring disabilities, aging, and death under a comparative study accordiWelfare law, and insuring disabilities, aging, and death under a comparative study accordiWelfare law, and insuring disabilities, aging, and death under a comparative study according to ng to ng to ng to 

jurisprudence and judicial decisions.jurisprudence and judicial decisions.jurisprudence and judicial decisions.jurisprudence and judicial decisions.    
 

(1002719) International Aspects to Intellectual Property Law  (3 Cr.) 
 

A study of the linkage between IPRS and the global economy, and the role of international A study of the linkage between IPRS and the global economy, and the role of international A study of the linkage between IPRS and the global economy, and the role of international A study of the linkage between IPRS and the global economy, and the role of international 

organizations in structuring and organizing IPRS, sorganizations in structuring and organizing IPRS, sorganizations in structuring and organizing IPRS, sorganizations in structuring and organizing IPRS, such as WIPO and WTO, followed by an uch as WIPO and WTO, followed by an uch as WIPO and WTO, followed by an uch as WIPO and WTO, followed by an 

analytical study of one of the certain topics such as the legal status of international IPRS analytical study of one of the certain topics such as the legal status of international IPRS analytical study of one of the certain topics such as the legal status of international IPRS analytical study of one of the certain topics such as the legal status of international IPRS 

agreements under national laws.agreements under national laws.agreements under national laws.agreements under national laws.    

 
 (1002729) International Trade Law and Practice  (3 Cr.) 
 

This course will study the legal framThis course will study the legal framThis course will study the legal framThis course will study the legal framework governing international economic relations and ework governing international economic relations and ework governing international economic relations and ework governing international economic relations and 

global business. Students will gain an understanding of why and how national and international global business. Students will gain an understanding of why and how national and international global business. Students will gain an understanding of why and how national and international global business. Students will gain an understanding of why and how national and international 

institutions regulate world trade.institutions regulate world trade.institutions regulate world trade.institutions regulate world trade.    Particular attention will be paid to the evolution of international Particular attention will be paid to the evolution of international Particular attention will be paid to the evolution of international Particular attention will be paid to the evolution of international 



 

tradetradetradetrade    regulation and the pressures on existing regulatory concepts and principles. Topics will regulation and the pressures on existing regulatory concepts and principles. Topics will regulation and the pressures on existing regulatory concepts and principles. Topics will regulation and the pressures on existing regulatory concepts and principles. Topics will 

include WTO, the protection of intellectual property, the promotion of international services include WTO, the protection of intellectual property, the promotion of international services include WTO, the protection of intellectual property, the promotion of international services include WTO, the protection of intellectual property, the promotion of international services 

transactions, dispute resolution and free trade agreements.transactions, dispute resolution and free trade agreements.transactions, dispute resolution and free trade agreements.transactions, dispute resolution and free trade agreements.    

    

 
 (1001720) Environmental Law and Its Application:           (3 Cr.) 
 

The course addresses, in the first part, study of The course addresses, in the first part, study of The course addresses, in the first part, study of The course addresses, in the first part, study of JordanianJordanianJordanianJordanian    environmental legislations and environmental legislations and environmental legislations and environmental legislations and 

comparisons. In the second part, the course addresses analysis of its applications and comparison comparisons. In the second part, the course addresses analysis of its applications and comparison comparisons. In the second part, the course addresses analysis of its applications and comparison comparisons. In the second part, the course addresses analysis of its applications and comparison 

with similar regional and gwith similar regional and gwith similar regional and gwith similar regional and global lobal lobal lobal environmentalenvironmentalenvironmentalenvironmental    cases and situations as well as Civil and Criminal cases and situations as well as Civil and Criminal cases and situations as well as Civil and Criminal cases and situations as well as Civil and Criminal 

liability of violating the legislations with liability of violating the legislations with liability of violating the legislations with liability of violating the legislations with emphasisemphasisemphasisemphasis    on environmental crimes.on environmental crimes.on environmental crimes.on environmental crimes.    
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